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The pictures above right are from the new film at the Nob Hill Cinema, "Hot Trash" which just opened last Wednesday. The cast includes newcomer, David; and a cameo by Tom Dunn, with feature roles by Rick Faulkner - Gino Gino Del Mar - Eddie Harris Shane - Chris Burns and many many more. The Nob Hill is at 729 Bush Street at Powell Street.

"In Germany, they came first for the communists. I didn't speak up because I wasn't a communist. Then, they came for the Jews. I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew. Then, they came for the trade unionists... Then, they came for the Catholics... Then, they came for me. And, by that time, no one was left to speak up."

Rev. Martin Niemuller
Germany, 1939
Everyone's kids! An Oral Majority E.P.I.C. Frolic For Freedom Benefit To Dumo

for a benefit for a dance of some sort that this Florida bunch calling themselves the

281 In '82 (Moral Majority Cult in Congress)."

The Florida bunch hit our town dashing hither and yon seeking financial support for
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Jack Nichols and my previous credits (which were used extensively to promote advertising
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LETTERS RECEIVED

21 December 1981

The Rt. Revd. David A. Williams, Mar Thoma Church of America in Berkeley, California

Dear Mr. Williams,

I am writing to you in response to your recent letter regarding the Konnekkottam of St. Thomas Christians. I would like to express my deep concern about the ongoing conflict and tension between the Konnekkottam and the other branches of the St. Thomas Christians.

I understand that the Konnekkottam has established its own leadership structure and is seeking recognition as a separate entity within the St. Thomas Christian community. However, I believe that it is important to maintain a united front and to work towards a solution that is acceptable to all parties involved.

As a member of the St. Thomas Christian community, I am committed to promoting peace and reconciliation. I urge both sides to engage in dialogue and to seek a mutually agreeable resolution to this matter.

Sincerely yours,

[Your Name]
ON DEAR ME, 1982 is here already, and what's a pore chile to do!!!!!!!!!

TOM KANE new arrival from Denver, found his way to the Balcony and he arrived.

Lester Temple of the Endup, has to be about the shabbiest DJ in the Rip.........Rest In Peace...Jason Klein, who reportedly died in an s&m set.

new M-A-N......and they are in demand Stella dear, so few of them in town.

just jealous Beau??

side of his Caddy the night of the staff party at the Eagle. Reallllllly!!!!

UNDERSTAND that Paul of Alfie's got footprints on his cowboy hat on timers remember when it came to town us here. But Davids, many of us old size'David. No, we don't need any of tried coming out with a little tv guide "Jacksonville, Florida" here again!!!!!!

CASH GRAB begins next week or so at Devil's Herd, 853 Valencia and see for old Big Basket, W.E.B. Vince was at He nearly gave up after I sat on his.........A very nice man, once a member of the 15 Assoc. He got out on the Polish situation. He was alot of biz. His "music" is great for wakes. But the endup support in helping

So dear David Stoll is in the market for a «w A nfli nrU /v IT sit V 0 1 I1

that means more men for me.

NOT ANOTHER POLISH JOKE!? Do you know why it took the two gay Poles six months to on Fis Appeal, but the D.A. indicates he may now go for a retrial as E. Lee no longer has a B.J.

beginning February 4th and carrying on for 2 weeks at the S.F. Eagle!

That Supervisor Harry Britt not cater so much to Gay-clones of Castro Street and- . . .  - in all areas like the and Jones Street in the Tenderloin, instead of a tacky and tired park that is NOT

out their devoted and sblid relationship.....they are both beautiful people and very
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to have Homophobes on it's staff. The food there is so bad and the prices are astro
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that the obnoxious and rowdy drunks and junkies who go there just to annoy and hara­

......are you reading this Mr. McLean?............ . «10 ) That Hal Call obtain a lifetime lease to his bookstore location on Elhs Strw t.. ............

even more sexy looking and hunky men patronize his store than there already is.

stead of "nociceably" .......etc ..........Nit pickmg, you say? You bet! Smde!!.
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By Allen Bohn

The N'TOUCH has been sold rumor has it and if true, it could only be for the better, but not for the workers who have been taken over by the same management. Evading the bar and one of the bartenders, think about it. 3201 Mission, Wayne Friday. Prior to that, it had been one of the most popular dance bars on Polk.

Speaking of Wayne Friday, was that Wayne who was slamming drinks all over the place after the bar closed? The N'TOUCH.
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CHRISTMAS IN HAWAII with Jim Nabors was a holiday scheduling. TV20 also had the film, "Won­

ter scheduling. TV20 also had the film, "Won­

nings too. Saw him the other a.m., and honey, he sure looked 47 or 57, and that's a happy and properous and organic New Year.

PASCAGOULA BILL, who just turned 18 a few weeks back, is looking forward to this nice looking, but slightly bru­
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GayFocus on The Mockingbird

WILD BILL MURRAY now of Gay Areas Directory, spend some time at the Baker's rack in the Castro but... WILD BILL MURRAY now of Gay Areas Directory...

THE ALLEY behind the Arena can be a very interesting place these late nights, sailor heat!

GARY with the funny looking Tom Lovett Souza, locked his Louie, Louie, he's hair around the mouth is one keys in the car again!!! Geez, always working...

THE COOKERY is going going gone! The famous Tenderloin eatery has been sold by Claiburn Ray at the ripe old age of 25. Things will change for the worse there for sure. DORIS & SAM! We wish you the very best for you are two of the warmest looking human beings to ever set foot in the Tenderloin and you have helped to make alot of people feel good about themselves in Oklahoma the very best. We know the names stay God made Oklahoma....for your sake.

NEW CROW is the name! Gil Pina's bar on Sixth Street is really nice and the new sign outside is the greatest. But the place is warm and comfy too. And just perhaps Gil will be able to pick up some of the old Cookery crew and have some of the old city charm and atmosphere there again. EVERYONE! Git Gil!!! He's the very best bar man west of the Mississippi.

AND WHILE in the beloved Tenderloin, you have to take a peek and have a big Barnyard Eye-opener! That's at our 6 AM Open 6 A.M. - 2:30 pm.

THE SUNDAY BRUNCH at the Castle Grand Brasserie

Castle Grand
Bar and Restaurant
1668 Bush St. at Gough
San Francisco
Call 821-5603.

Piano Entertainment.

As a Saturday Brunch, Sunday the 17th at 2 PM, 1668 Bush Street at Gough. He's got some All right Parking.

THE SUNDAY BRUNCH continues Sunday Brunch Enjoyment at the Castle Grand Brasserie. 11 AM - 2 PM.

SANTA-EAGLE gives $677.05 for elderly

PEOPLE HAVE ASKED why we don't print anything about the Toldas or Milk Club. Well, don't get on our case, they are all EagleMen for sure. And of course, the great customers of the S.F. Eagle, the finest!

REV. RAY BROSHARS, on behalf of the Old Folks Defense League. Those contributing were all EagleMen; Robbie Robinson - Beau Dodsen - Jim Corbett - David Stoll - Lane Foos - Ron Whitworth - Bob Bush - Dennis Yount - Frank Benoit - John Miles

Two Christmas Celebrations for elderly given by Gay Community. This year, the Central City Tenderloin Independent Democrats will be giving the biggest celebration of the year, a Christmas Party for elderly in the Tenderloin. A Christmas Day celebration will also be held at the Central City Tenderloin Independent Democrats' headquarters. The membership is $5 a year. CTTD is for the residents and or business owners of the Tenderloin or Central City only. Time we are looking for our own, Ed Edelstein, Gay Focus for more info on the event.

DIDNA SEE that stupid article that they're running up north about the advertising agencies around today? Deal directly with the various publications. You'll get better service and you won't have to pay with these blackmail and racket ways! More on this later!!!

EVE BOTT/EVEBRY'ILIGIT' will tell you. For they donated at the Eagle's Christmas Party, Xmas Day December 22, that well over a hundred and more elderly residents of the Tenderloin and Central City were all EagleMen for sure. And of course, the great customers of the S.F. Eagle, the finest! For they donated at the Eagle's Christmas Party, Xmas Day December 22, that well over a hundred and more elderly residents of the Tenderloin and Central City were all EagleMen for sure. And of course, the great customers of the S.F. Eagle, the finest!

People have asked why we don't print anything about the Toldas or Milk Club. Well, don't get on our case, they are all EagleMen for sure. And of course, the great customers of the S.F. Eagle, the finest! And of course, the great customers of the S.F. Eagle, the finest!
GayFocus on The Mockingbird

RANDY JOHNSON, who has been laid up with a very bad cold lately, was very happy after last night (Jan. 7) at the Magic Theatre. He’s been out of work for some time, no hospitalization, and out of work for some time, no hospitalization, RANDY JOHNSON, who has been laid up with a very bad cold lately, was very happy after last night (Jan. 7) at the Magic Theatre. He’s been out of work for some time, no hospitalization, and out of work for some time, no hospitalization.

The audience responded with a very generous helping of applause to the actors’ roles, and that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist, and that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist. WW has obviously become stalinist. WW has obviously become stalinist.

There were numerous auctioneers, such as Ginger, Mai Ty, Don Guist, Sweetlips, Marcus, Lou Greene, Dee Dee Doe, and the retired DJ Tom Jannel was better. As always, judging is done solely on the shows I have seen.

Speaking of the Randy Johnson misfortune! But his heart is big and strong. And that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist, and that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist.

ANIMALS, a hungry name for the male animal, will be open soon on Sixth Street!!!!!!! "FAREWELL, W.W!" is the message of the managing editor, as he and staffs feel that the experience of working with the workers and that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist!!!!!!!!!

BOBBY PACE de Pendulum is having a nice time working there. As always, judging is done solely on the shows I have seen. 209-287-0650.

The Sunday Brunch
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Is it true that your bucks so that the lesbian-gay vote will count big and strong in this most important election?? Give the bucks and your vote to the elderly and the handicapped! Fuck reaganomics!!!! Support your local lesbian and gay workers, but an independent union is the best way to do it.

Turn to page 14 for Reviews of: BARNUM, and ROBESON.

The Watering Hole
Folsom & 6th St.
Open 8 a.m. - 2 a.m.

In the hottest month of work, what can one do to keep oneself from being dizzied from two bars within within the same day with different L.P.'s? The answer is, of course, to drink an entire case and let loose with the band. And that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist, and that is NOT what Marxism is all about. WW has obviously become stalinist.

Just why don’t you want the Polk trade??? And why is it you are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck! So your years of hard labor...are shit-out-of-luck!
“Only in San Francisco”!!!

How often do we hear this expression from visitors and the newly arrived as they gasp with shock or pleasant surprise at something that is, in a sense, our own? In this case, it is our many social services called a variety of names, now all known as “HIV/AIDS”, that people dressed (and not so dressed) bring their tape-recorded resurrection to birthdays, proms, funerals, etc., and, as we tell yesterday’s story, save a dance, some singing, some drag. But here we are telling you about an “Idiot”!!! Yes, a real live blooming idiot.

This service called the Bloom-Idiot” has its messages of joy dressed as flowers, and they bear flowers and can make people dance, some sing, some drag. But here we are telling you about an “Idiot”!!! Yes, a real live blooming idiot.
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Sunday Branch at the hop, Castle Grand Ballroom takes all of people to make it the memorable recreation that it is. Joseph Monroe, from the left, is one of S.F.'s premier priests, Mr. Doug Black, producing one of the best shows in the city. Special thanks to Jim for his good work as host. Next is the beautiful city day, Donald Van, a fabulous drag queen. Then one of the waiters, this one is named Richard. They all are young, but he looked how he was able to tie the roomers a good day. Sundays, The Sunday Branch in town is the castle, Castle Grand Ballroom, 12th & Fisherman.

Another renovation is a Hindley, Ltd. which Maryland to pay off their debts. Well said Wald! But see Wald was not enjoy it much. In June, the merits of buying and selling. One of the waiters was vain and the others were trying to be smart. If you want to know what the title of the skin mag is... oh... so... oh... See the film!!!!!!

Elliott Blackstone is a Michael Polanski anyway !!!! So a little does Wald know what Murry intends to do to him once he gets his hands on him! Wild Bill sez Wald won't enjoy it much !!!!

JOHN BERLINER of the Gay Areas Directory is going "butch"! So Jeanne Cordova won't recognize him the next time he's in L.A. with GADS!

At your left hand is the fabulous Dick Kaye in a punk look. Mr. Kaye is a famous drag queen, who is very speedy recovery. He was back in the city last night for the for the first time. Randy Johnson, he was Roy Bailey, and Roy Bailey did a little bit of something Pornographic!

MICHAEL POLANSKI who? Did what for 4 people? WHAT...

BEST WISHES TO BRETT on his cafe at the Red Eye Saloon.

Are you ready for the sign at the right here? It says... "Hot, Hung & CHOICE" is the title of the skin mag... oh... so... oh... See the film!!!!!!

We have heard that the number of persons who die from hypothermia is far greater because... I'm going to study for the "cheese king" is next time he's in L.A. with GADS!

"Sure Spink - Robert Charrot • Kimo Cochran - Beau Dodsen - Tammy Lynn....

The number of homes without heat... seniors (the elderly) citizens will be hit hardest by the task and rights. The result will be death from hypothermia—below normal deep body temperatures.

The estimate is based on a study of 22 public utility companies in 22 states, and does not include households which use oil supplied by private fuel companies. Owners of large houses in New England are heated with oil, and private companies are not prohibited from cutting off customers, as the public utilities are in some states. So the number of households that will be without heat this winter will be even higher than these estimates.

Earlier this year, a coalition surveyed gay companies and determined that gas heating costs would rise at least 25%. Almost all of the 2.2 million households are heated by gas.

As the high cost of heating has increased, the recession has deepened and the Reagan administration has reduced the amount of money available for energy assistance to low-income families from $1.85 billion in 1981 to $1.75 billion in 1982.

According to the National Center for Health Statistics, about 700 persons died from hypothermia and excessive cold in 1979, the most recent year for which statistics are available. Air temperatures generally are much lower in winter, but the number of deaths has remained fairly steady. One reason for this is that the number of persons who die from hypothermia is far greater because...

People all over the U.S. are organizing against heat and light cut offs, 'Sure Spink - Robert Charrot • Kimo Cochran - Beau Dodsen - Tammy Lynn....

Dick Kaye was the "cheese king" when he was denied a job. He was Roy Bailey, and Roy Bailey did a little bit of something Pornographic!

It is reported that the National Institute on Aging, the Reagan administration has reduced the amount of money available for energy assistance to low-income families from $1.85 billion in 1981 to $1.75 billion in 1982.

According to the National Center for Health Statistics, about 700 persons died from hypothermia and excessive cold in 1979, the most recent year for which statistics are available. Air temperatures generally are much lower in winter, but the number of deaths has remained fairly steady. One reason for this is that the number of persons who die from hypothermia is far greater because...

People all over the U.S. are organizing against heat and light cut offs, 'Sure Spink - Robert Charrot • Kimo Cochran - Beau Dodsen - Tammy Lynn....

Mr. David Monroe, the Silver Fox we saw in doing something Pornographic!
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GayFocus OPINION

We have had many people ask us what our position on Poland and Solidarity was during the past several days. And we have, difficultly answering that question as we have been avoiding a position, due to the "cheering" for Solidarity by groups that are not in accord with the views of the Gay community. We would like to see and end to a Worker's State, i.e., Marxism. That, we would not like to see.

We sought advice from people with whom we work with whom are members of the People's Anti-War Mobilization (PAM) but, Poland was the same as Russia's military sent in to suppress the workers in Bulgaria in 1956. So, after long thought, and much reading on the matter, and consultation with others whom we have long felt close to, we have arrived at the conclusion that we would urge the Lesbian/Gay communities of San Francisco to be aware that the struggle by the working people of Poland and its imperialist allies from having an international field day of anti-Soviet communist propaganda. At the heart of this campaign has been the economic downturn in the capitalist countries.

The goal of the struggle of the workers has been for a total change in the country is ruled from top to bottom. To achieve this, the workers in Poland have resorted to the factories, railways, hospitals, large manufacturing plants, the mines and farms. It is aimed at eliminating the invasive privileges and inequality that undermine efficiency and productivity of the workers.

The factories, railways, hospitals, large manufacturing plants, the mines and farms are all owned by the people, not money-grubbing corporations. The capitalist class has been expropriated by the workers, therefore, the task of rebuilding the economic foundations of society.

The workers in Poland are fighting for a shorter workweek and higher pay. They have insisted on the right to control over economic, social, and political life. It is aimed at eliminating the bureaucratic privilege and inequality that undermine efficiency and productivity of the workers.

The workers in Poland are fighting for a return to the economic foundations of society, for a workers state from top to bottom. To achieve this, the workers in Poland have resorted to the factories, railways, hospitals, large manufacturing plants, the mines and farms. It is aimed at eliminating the invasive privileges and inequality that undermine efficiency and productivity of the workers.

The working people of Poland have been fighting for the right to control economic, social, and political life. It is aimed at eliminating the bureaucratic privilege and inequality that undermine efficiency and productivity of the workers.
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Hot Trash

Its hotter than hot...
Its intense!
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